Unsolved problems in treating hypertension: rationale for new approaches.
Two major problems continue to challenge hypertension experts and clinical practitioners. The first is the apparently simple issue of controlling blood pressure; only one-quarter of hypertensive patients in the United States have blood pressures reduced to less than 140/90 mm Hg. Even those known to be receiving treatment have barely a 50% success rate. Explanations include inadequate commitments by physicians to achieve target blood pressures, but it is also likely that effectively decreasing blood pressure--despite the currently available panoply of antihypertensive agents--is a truly difficult task. The second problem is that despite our success in decreasing stroke incidence, hypertension treatment with traditional agents, largely diuretic-based, has not adequately protected patients against coronary events and renal insufficiency. Such new drug classes as angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, angiotensin receptor blockers, and calcium channel blockers exhibit vascular effects that might inhibit atherosclerotic changes and reduce clinical events, but we are still awaiting definitive confirmation of these properties from ongoing clinical outcomes studies in hypertension. Therapy with fixed combinations of antihypertensive drugs is now recognized as a potentially useful approach. Innovative combinations, including ACE inhibitors and calcium channel blockers, can provide enhanced antihypertensive efficacy while avoiding or minimizing adverse metabolic and clinical side effects. These approaches are also convenient and cost-effective. It remains to be learned whether newer drug combinations might exhibit additive cardiovascular protective actions.